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INTRUCCTION

Rationale and Overview of the Pro ect

Title'I of the Ertment y and Secondary Education Act of 1965 f-E5E.A) is_

the iprimary prbgr ederal assistance for el, ementary and secondary educa-

tion. It ides flindiio counties,anetchool districts, in areas %,ith high

proportions of low income families, in order to improve the icademic-achlave-

meat of educationally deprived' children. Local education agencies (LEAs)

are allowed considerable discretion in using Title I funds, as long as services

provided supplement rather than replace state and local efforts, and address local

needs as determined by anneal assessment. As a result; Title 'I funds a wide'

variety.alifszirgrams and services in LEAs across the nation reflecting the

diversity among these agencies.

-Since 1965 LEAs have_been required to evaluate'the effectiveness of programs
10

assisted under Title 1. This task,har proved more diffiCult than originally an-

ticipated. In 1975 the U.S. Education Department (USED) contracted with Research

Management Corporation (RMC) to develop a set of evaluation models to help guide

the reqUired locil and state reporting ofvevaluation data. RMC recommended

a system with three alternative modeIs\for assessing the effectiv ess of

Title, I progtams: a norm-referenced design; a citrol group d sign; and a

special fekressiou design. Each of the three has two forms - one for)use

nationally,normed tests and the other for usewith tes without

national norms. Under this system, results of local evaluations can b

aggregated by using a common metric, the normal curve equivalent (NCE), to

yield'anoverall'assessment,of effects (Talimadge and Wobd, 1976).

Fof programs serving children below second grade, tbis system

is of limited usefUlness for the following reasons;

). The moders are mandated to assess pr am effects only for reading,
mathematics, and language arts, are in'which adequate norm- referenced

tests are commonly-available; where* early childhood Title-1 programs

often encompass a such wisleirange of goals;''

4
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Measurement'of young children4s achiiyement is ienerally71e7SS reliable
than that of older children;

Few tests for youngchildren have adequate norms; and

Early childhood programs often have long-range goals,
the evaluatiq of which raise special problems.

Thus tie current ESEA Title,I evaluation system is often not '/directly applicable

to programs for children below second grade. For this reason, and in response to

requests from local. and state education agencids for help infiKaluating such pro-

grams, the USED awarded a contract to the Huron Ilistitute in 19 -7 tostudy early

childhood itli I (E6T-I) programs and to develop materials to help in evaluating

them.1 e wOrUkcomprises.four phases: a review of the literature of ECT-Ievalua-

andinstrumelitation (Haney, et al., 1978); a aescription,of 'the nature-of ECT-I

ograms .and theways they are being evaluated (Yurchak 6 Bryk:. ;979); an examina-.
( . .

tion of the feasibility of developing an evaluati n system for ECT-I projects (Bryk

miet al., 1978); and the development of resource mat to assist in the desigr.

and conduct of, evaluations useful to local s5hool,personnel'(forthcomu)-.

The second phase of work, described ESEA Title I Early Childhood Education:

A Descriptive Report (Yurchak 6 Bryk, 1979), Is mariied in this document.
L

Focus of This Report

The \report cie-ds above describesapd analyzes the nature of early childhood

proOams currently supported under Title I. It is based primarily on information

gained from field visits to ten -state education agencies (SEAs) and twenty-nine

NW

LEA. Additional sources inc ESEA Title I Early Education: Review of

Literatureon Evaluation aid Instrumentation (Haney, et at., 1978); a telephone

survey with state Title I coordinators;'FY 1976 state Title I evaluation reports;

and descriptiohs of exemplary early' childhoodTitle I programs found in the USED

publication, Education Programs TRat Work (1977).

-f

1'
1
FOT purpolbs of work done under this contract, early childhood and ECT-I are

ed as, programs for children in first grade, kindergarten, and prekindergarten.
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The first three sections of this report summarize the field research
a

method and provide a description of ECT-I'programs and the current evaluation

practices associated with them. The fourth section analyzes particular facets

-

of ECT-I practices. Here, we locate ECT-I programs within the broad trends in
1

early childhood education,-describe recruitment, needs assessment, and selec-,
ft-

tion of children fir ECT-I programs, examine issues of curriculum and resources,
%

and_ investigate the relations between ECT-I

f

and social communities .inn Which
,

they reside

r

descries parent involvement activities in

; of evaluating these activities.

DESCRIPTION OF FIELD. RESEARCH

Selecting the Visit Sites-

programs and the broader educational

. The last section on parent education

ECT-I progfams 'and current practices °

Field sites were selected on the bisis of three considerations: geographic

and demographic diversity; demonstrated interest and investment In ECT-I programs;

and thoughtful attemps to evaluate these programs.. We identified candidate sites

froi our review of SEA Title I Evaluation ,Reports.-for FY 1975 and FY 1976, from-
%

interviews with.the Technical Atsistance Centers (TACs), from an informal telephone

survey-of SEA-Title I directors,(1ne from our advisory panel. States to visit were

then.se,lected in consultation with representatives of theUSED Title I Program

Office and the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination. 'LEA sites were selected in

consultation with SEA official*v in the states selected. Almost half of the LEAs
,

.

/
chosen were-urban Commun4ties with populations of more than 100,00P. Thirty-four

. . it

1(

perCent had populations of fewer than-50,000. The sample included ur 1.0, suburban,

and rUrat Communities in itates widely distributed geographically. Al of the LEAs

tonCentrated thei# Title I funds on proirams below.iourth'grade. All had at

least oneprogrami at the earlyechild4pod level. Together they provided '

different combinations of Programs over the prekindergarten, kindergarten

and.first-grade years.,

6^
a
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Conducting and Reporting Fiel. Visits

taCh site. was visited by a team of two experienced
interviewers, one-

.

knowledgeable in evacuation
and.theother in early childhood education.

While

,
.4 .

visits varied in length, depending on'the site of the LEA., the typical
,

-..LEA, visit lasted three days. Visits included review of evaluation documents,.semi-.-------<
.

structured interviews'with administrators, teacher; and parents, and observe-
.

.
.tions in classroots.

In most states thelltAs
were visited first. In some, SEA: .

,.--

.

officials accompanied HUron staff on LEA, site visits.
/)

.Field . .Field visitors gathered information on seven topics:
program context;

program goals and structure; se)ection procedures; parent involvement; current

l
.

.. .

#

.
,

k\i\formal

evaluation procedures; current users and uses of
evaluation-information

and needs, capacities, and incentives for additional evaluation information.
. 0

.---
,

,The extensive notes taken Auring each interview and observation were organized
by these seven information categories and transcribed. Senior project staff

. conducted cross-qase'analysei.
.

.
Before presenting results, we should reiterateTa note of caution about the

r*
degree to-which our findings can'be generalized to the wider population of Title

. °
.I programs. The Title I projects visited were selected precisely because they-

did nave ECT-I programs or components.
Therefore, the frequencies of particular

-types of EC; -I programs
or practices reported here lannot be safely generalized

to Title I projects nizionwidE.
Nevertheless,-we feel confident that this

., .
study, encompassed a fairly witrenge o£ the spectrum of ECT-I programs currently- . .

, Jbeing- implemented throughout the-tOuntrye al that we have an accurate and .
. .

complete descriptive information about services delivered and current evalua-
,

.

.
tion practices in the sites visited., The practice of sladng case summaries back
to state and local

officials for review helped to insure the accuracy#
descriptive information. We are somewhat less confident about the comprehensivei_

*
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mess and validity of information directly pertinent to Title I rules and resula-

lions, such_ as selection-proCedures, needs assessment, parent advisory councils,

and use of evaluation results. Two reasons underly this _uncertainty. First,

several ofthese issues pertain to program compliance with Title I rules

and regulations. We purposefully, did not inquire directly' into compliance issues

because we did not want our field visits to be perceived by local personnel as

'ef orts by state or federal Title I offices to monitor their compliance with

Title I rules and regulations. Second, unlike other facets of program implementa-
q.

tiOn, we could not directly obsetVe participant selection, needs assessment,

,parent advisory Councils and use of evaluation, information. As cresult, findings-

regarding these-issues are based strictly on interlocutors' descriptions and

observations regarding them ana/ot pertinent written descriptions.
4

DESCRIPTION OF EC1s 4 PROGRAMS

We organised our description of,ECTI programs aroundnine variables:

grade level (prekindergarten, kindergarten and first grade); goals and object
-LL

tives (subject-specific objectives suchtas reading, reading readiness, mathe-
.-

matics, and language arts and developmental objectives such as social,, emotional,

,psychomotor, cognitive and language acquisition); primary program recipients

(child-centered programs, parent centeredisprograms and parent and child programs);

program locus (claisroom, home or both); duration (amount of instructional time

planned for each teaching session) ;staff."-child ratio (the number of adults regu-

larly available torchildre; and Title ? instructional staff (teachers, classroom

aides, special subject teachers, special subject aides,.resource teachett,

resource center aides, and home visitors).

We found that ECT-I programs vary considerably across the three

grade levels of the early childhood domain: prekindergar/en, kindergarten, and

ofirst grade.
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Prekindergarten Programs A
A Most prekindergarten programs are ?prate entities, only peripherally

related to LEA activities in later grades: Maity prekindergarten programs origi-

nated 'wider other funding. sources and were then &mimed under Title I. In

general, the long-term goals of these programs are to develop schook.readiness

and prevent later educational deficits. The programs address a wide range of

goal areas - - including oogi'itive, lan motional, sbcial, gross,motor, psycho-
.

motor, organizational, and motivational developIent--and emphasize the inter-
%

related nature of learling in the several domains. Figure 1 presents a sample

of typical prekindergarten program objectives:

. Home-s ool coordination and parent involvement'is stressed atthis grade>,

level. In addition to the required Parent Advisory Council (PAC)4 parent-

froeducation- activitieseduation-activities play a-prominent rote. Parent involvement differs-from-.

site to site, but in general parents are taught some Or,all of the followink:

the fundamenfals'of child development, procedurfifor'teaching specific school

readiness skills .or fOr reinforcing skills taught in school, and strategies.

.
for motivating children's desirable behaviors and eliminating undesirable

ones. 'Parent education progrags'aresametimes separate fromrograns for

children. More often they supplement 'school-based prO ms directly serving childre..

. >

No basic types of program are funded at the prekindergarten level:

re-based.
and center-based programs. In home-based programs'yachers

typically make weekly visits to the mother and child at hoMe. Together

. they play and work on skills Oat will be useful when the child enters

schbol., Home-based programs,are somewhat less prevalent and *lost frellently

servetheyounierNildren(three-yearo -bis), those with unusual deficits,

or those for whom access to center-based programs is difficult. Often

they are the first part of a two- year'ECT -I program, with children usually

attending a zentef-based program during the second year.

J

9
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Figure 1: A Samble'of ECT-IPrekindeigarten Goals

DOMAIN OBJECTIVES

Language Arts

Mathematics

.

Cognitive Deve,lopmT

Readiness ,

e%

.Children will demonitrate:

A greater degree of language facility as
a specified improvement on-a given test
Improved sentence structure
Improved vocabulary and knowledge of word
Improved language skills
Improved language concepts
rhproved communication skills, including
speaking, and pre-reading ankpre-writing
Improved ability to comprehend, interpret
oral language

measured by

meaning

listening,

and recall

Understanding of early mathematics concepts as
measured by a given test
Ability to understand the vocabulary of beginning
_mathematics

6 Ability to recOgniti geometric $ha es
Ability to recognize numbers
Ability to count objects
Ability to compare similarities and differences
Ability to serialize objects
Ability" to classify objects
Imprbved math concepts
Improved understanding of spatial relationships
Improved understanding-to sequence objects and/or
events

Progress in concept development as. measure by a

given test
General concept development'
Ithproved cognitive and intellectual competence
Ability tothink clearly
Ability tc use problem solving strategies and
logiCal reasoning
Ability to test ideas

Increased school readiness
Attitudes and skills necessary

."Improved pre-reading skills
Improved pre-mathematiskills

10

to function ins school

(Continued. .

11,
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DOMAIN

Social /motional
Development

4

Motivation

OBJECTIVES

. Behavioral Organiza-
tion

Perceptual Motor
-Development

Motor Development

Positive change in affective behavior as reported by
'measures or affective growth

-Self confidence
Positive self concept (selrimage)
Ability to accept himself and others '

Ability to feel and respond to any situation
appropriately

That they know how to'love and be loved
Ability to cope with sadness and disappointient
Ability to discriminate between acceptable and ,

unacceptable behavior
Ability to manage anxiety, anger and jealousy, as
well as more positive emotions
Improved skill in social interaction

Positive attitudes toward ley, friends, class and
chool:

Positive attitudes and valus
Responsibility and independence

Love of learning
Motivational development

Improved memory
Ability to exercise the will
Ability to use self-discipline-
Ability to concentrate
Ability to set goals and i itiate actions to complete
them

Ability to persever until asks are completed
Increased attention span

Growth in psychamotorlievelop ent as reported by
measures of psychomotor deve1 ent
Ability:to perceive acemptely using the senses.
to efficiently process lnformat on
Improve -fine motor skills

..Improyet visual/motor perception
Improved auditory discrimination
Ability to demonstrate mastery in skills in the
areas of small motor, laterality, directionality
and coordination
Ability to write numerals, letters and words

Ability.t move and ,gain maximal co trol over
voaunta muscles
Impro gross motor' functions

I., oved mofor'devolopment ,--
e,Irovedself care skills

Improved coordination
Ability to use and control a pencil, rayons and
scissors
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Center-baseo'pYekindergarten programs usually meet four or five timesusually
.

\t -.

amWeek for per ods..of two and 'a h4lf to three }lours. Many begin.' or nd with

. .

a school lunch program. :Classes'are usually self-container- The m t common

.
, . ,,..

staffing pattern is one teache and one -aide fox a group of approximately

. .
.

,.# /
'

_twenty children: The adult to child ratio typically is officially stated to be
I b4

1:10 but is often highei because of high absentee rates and the presence of

parent volunteers.

In spite of recent efforts:to make information about exemplary programs

.available, fen: of .the prekindergarten programs observed have adopted curricula

developed elsewhere. Several have adapted components of other programs and

fit them to the needs of their own populations; more have developed their

own curriculum.

Kindergarten Programs

Title I kindergarten programs often take 'Oleir structure from the other early

childhood activities in the LEA that are supported under Title I. In sites with\e

//
kindergartens supported by regular LEA funds, some are downward., extensions of

the first grade and look nimph like first-grade programs.. They emphasize

basic educational skills. In sites where there are no prekindergartens or n'o

state or local kindergartens, Title I kindergar:ensmay be less academic. Home-
.

school coordination is still stressed, although parent,educatiOn activities

are somewhat Jess ambitious than they are at the prekindergarten level, and

most programs focus directly on services for children. Parents'are usually

involved as program resOgies or to. reinforce their ehinren's school learning.

Organizationally, kindergaitins deliver services in one of four ways:

through independent classes, programs; extended'day programs, br'through

additional support staff for non-Title-I kindergartens. 'S- taffing patterns

. yary. Generally, Title I kindergarten 'programs'have a higher adult to child

ratio than non-Title-I kindergartens, but this varies considerably from .

-/
LEA to LEA.

12
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First-Grade programs , .

.

i\
ii

.

.

. .

% Atipresent, more children iare involved imfirst= e Title I programs,

than in either kindergarten or prekindergartenprograis#(Haneft,

1978)). Virtually ill Title I first-grad, programs are-chifd-focused and

cenelsr-based,-and are part of a multi-grade-revel program.-- typically, a

kindergarten-to-third-grade, firsitotthirArakor even first-to-sixth-.

.4)

grade program iniresding, language arts; or mathematics.. Like their counter-

parts at-higher .grades, first-grade.curricula.are somewhat narrowly focused

on toostingSchivecept in. specific academic areas. ,Iamoit programs,

child*ird are tutored in small groups for somewhat"lbsi:than an hour daily or

almost daily. For most of the ECTI first-grade programs we visited, children

are taken from their regultr classroomi for short periods\of.remedial instruction
4

.-: (pull-outs). PrOponents of pull =out programs advocate because the);ard41.

Ytilea;,ly separate from and s4pplemigtary to local district programs and therefore
0 .

cannot bf challenged -on compliance grounds. Educators less committed to.pull-
ti

outs cite problems coordinatingems in.schlduling, cog specal instruction with other
.

.,-.

,
. .

eddcation services, ind cenfusiondfor children when different materials and tech-
,

. .
....

niques are used in Title I and regular classroom iOiruction. They also fear

- that removing children'from Classroom actiO.ties slight result in'pejotative

.'labeling. Alternative instructional strategies in first grade include traveling

teacheri, learning centers, and resource centers`. Mr

Parent involvement is still a priority at first grade, but parent education

fi

is less's°. LEA initiated ^efforts tend to stress the parental role, in reinforcing
4

schools learning (supervising homework or providing. extra drill). Parent education

'efforts, focusing on more general developmental issues, emanate from PACs. t:

-Jr\

Diversify, across and within grade levels, is the most striking feature of

13
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ECT I programs. Generally, programs for older Children (first grade) are more

narrowly focused than thos e for younger children. While ECT-I programs all aspire

todike.same-long-term effects: increas ed functional ability in the areastof

.
. . or . reading, mathematics, and language arts; their short -term objectives may be very

-
.

.

different, their strategies_for achieving them quite varied, End their defini-

'tions of success strikingly diverse. This has important implications for evalua-
/ 0

tion.

DESCRIPTION
OF ECT PROGRAM EVALUATIONS

4,

The report distinguishes between two types of evaluation practice:

annual\aisessmentOf program effectiveness conducted in order to fulfill Title

I reqUiremerlis, and other activities initiated by LEAs for their purposes.

Required Evaluations

. Although LEAs are requirea to conduct regular outcome evaluations, no
4

guidelines exist that'specify the evaluation design, the tests, or the ways

results, must be reported. Procedures'therefere vary both from state to state

add from LEA to LEA Within a state. There are substantive differences in the
.

technical aspects of evaluation as well as in the ability and qualifications

.of the eva uation'staff. In malty sites, the evaluations appear to be a pa
forma exec ise:

-Most LEAs use a sinli pretest - posttest design. A few use posttest

1P

'only or control group designs. Fall -sprit testing schedules ar e favored, and
4

often the test administered for purposes of child.selection serves.also as a pre-
.

test data point. There is considerable diversity in the tests used. Most common

are general readiness tests,- individul4 intelltgestoe tests,-and achievement tests.

Although most SCT-I projects espouse long-term goals in areal of language, socio-

emotional development, or psychOmotor skills, few programs evaluate performance

__Arlhese areas because of the ibtenceof appropriate measure's. PrograM personnel
OP

1 4
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in general are zoncerned a.poup the poor quality of tests in early childhood.
c

In first grade, achievement tests-are most frequently used to evaluate

\\-
pror.am,effectiveness. Tefts that are part oe a nationally norme4est

series --.the Me:ropolitan Achievement Tests, the California Achfevement

Test, the Comprehensive Test 'of Basic Srii ls, an the Stanford Early School.

ckchievemer77 -- are the most prevalent. These are all group administered

tests. At the prekindergarten level, individually administered general
4

'readiness tests and intelligente tests are the most common. artbus

language-specific achievement'tests are also used at this grade, although
4

.
noone test predominates. Kindergarten projects draw tests fr.O6 all cate=

*

gories. Kindergartens that are the first level of a multi-grade program

with a subject-specific emphasis (4.1., a kindergarten-thrdugh-grade-six

relding program) often use achievement tests. Programs with broader objectives

tend to evaluate with general readinessor individual intelligence tests..

40P
.

Prekindergarten, kindergarten, and first-grade programs, are sometimes-
*

reported separately, sometimes together, and sometimes in combination with

other programs.* Reporting formats for test results also vary. For pretest-

posttest designs using norm-referenced tests, the following reporting procedures

are used: mean gains-scores, mean percentile rank improvement, average percentage

of maximum possible gains,
2
and NCE gains. For posttest-only designs, projettS

report, outcomes in terms of mean posttest scores in age or grade equivalents, or

percentage of pupils attaining some percentile, stanine or grade equivalent cri-

teria (for norm- referenced tests); or mean posttest scores in the raw metric (for

non-normrefe enced.tests). In addition to outcome evaluation, most states also

.

f
-

.2-

Inrhiscase, the.maximum Loisible gain for any individual is defined as:
. maximum possible gain u ma dine possible posttest score minus actual pretest.

score. A maximum possible gain score Can be calculated for each child and
then averaged to yield an average maximum possible gain. Actual gains (actual

posttest minus actual pretest) can theh belexprissed as a percentage of averagf
maximum possible. gain. This method was used in only one LEA we visited.

1
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s.

descriptive information

of th c6:y,...administrativibrocedutaifor

:or

about demographic characteristics and resources
f

for school eligibility, needs assessment

for assessing parent
!t,

invorveMent.
_ .

Optional Evaluations

and

implementing the program, criteria

proceduresscreening procedures, and

. Several L As.have,initiated supplementary evaluations for

These effoits,-whiCh are seldom described in evaluation reports

their own purposes.

to, SEAs , tend to

) -be aimed at shedding light on,what is happening in local programs (process evalua-

tions);,what happens t6 Oildren as a result of program participation (longitudinal

evaluations and case studies);'oi-the relative efficacy -c0afternative program

practices (comOafitive analysis ofscrecning procedures or progfamcomponents).

.These extra evaluation activities address

4.

really doing: and "How .a they d

Although Apeam'personnel express

tions of this type, few,arePeing conduct

Resourcest available for 'locally initiated

general questions of "What are programs

ter?"

nterest in and desire for more evalua-

There are several reasons for this.

evaluations are scarce. Morebver,

except in large, well-funded LEAs, evaluation staff are not trained-to conduct

sophisticated evalpation4? Resources from SEAS are generally not available for

se

optional activities. TACs concentrate on helping to implement the propOsed USED

models in grades two.to twelve. Logistic and- technical obstacles thus hinder

z,

efforts to produce evaluation information aimed at meeting specific 1pcal needs.

Resources Available for Evaluation

In general, resources available at the state,level seem insufficient

to provide extensive assistance to LEAs in evaluating.their programs. This is

particularly true for early childhood programs. At the local level, available
\

resources varNgrelly. $ome large LEAs have large and sophisticated evaluation

departments. Others, usually smaller, have much more limited facilities and staff.

The NS represent an important pliential resource for.assistande. n evaluating

ECT-I programs that has not yet'beenfully tapped.

16
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Use of Evaluatiqn-:nformation'at the State Level

Stateofficialsy 'ae of information gleaned from evaluations 3,s very limited.

The primary Use of results is,to prepare the annual report for the USED. Some

states use the annual evaluation in conjunction with the monitoring process to

insure compliance with federal regulations, maintain contact wisp LEA personnel,

give informal technical and program adviOe, end deterine where to place emphasis.

,/
Other states use it to defendor to urge elimination of--specific programs.

Use of EvaluationInformatien at the Local Level

. gcT-I evaluation information is used and valued differently across LEAs.

In some sites LEA personnelbreported that if they were not required to evaluate

their ECT.4 programs they would not do so. ,Others found evaluations useful.

Among the uses reported were: to assess program effectiveness, to imprpVe practice,

i . .

andfto train staff. However, most see a number of difficulties in accuratelyd
and adequately assessing the effects of intervention on very young cki14.

.

.
...J

.

They agree that thoit-term impact evaluation is insufficient and plead for

longitudinal evaluations. They are also concerned about the limits placed on

evaluation efforts ty-the qualiiy of early clildhoodtests. and measures1

Available tests are ge4fally inadequate for1 accurate assessment of the full,

range of ECT-I program goals,*particularly in the areas of,social and emotional

growth,psychomotor development, and language. The program staff thus do not

regard thesetests as satisfactory to select children for ECT-I programs, to

diagnose individual needs, or to evaluate program effectiveness. Many LEAs

A

therefore have'developed criterion-referenced tests rklated to their own program.

ANALYSIt OP ECT-I PRACTICE

ECT-I Trends Compared with Trends in Early*Childhood Education

In the first phase of this study, Haney(1978) identified some major trends .

717
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in early childhood education.. These include: making early childhood iducatien

public and codr4inating educational pro -rams at the state level, an increased
p.

numberof early childhood education programs, increased emp hagfon parental

involvement in programs for young dphildren, individualized programs to meet

children's specific needs, mainstreaming or integrating children with special°

needs into regular classroom activi ies instead of segregating them into specialt
.

classes,l and multidisciplinary comprehensive services for disadvantaged ehildrren.

While all of the general trends appear in ECT-I programs, they tend to

be variously shaped by the requirements'and.regblations of Title I and the ways

they are iAterpreted. The Title I Mandate for local needs assessment and deter-

urination of programs to meet the needs identified contrasts, for example, with the

general trend toward coordination of early childhood programs at the state level.

The requirement.that Title I funds be used to supplement rather than supplant

existing programs also clearly contrasts with the general trend toward incorpora-

tion of early childhood piogros into existing public school programs. While
1

ECT-I programs often do make ear1 childhood educArion programs publicly avaj.lable

for some children, unlike early childhood programs in.general they have' not

increased in number since 1976. If nything, efforts in this area have dimini,shed

slightly, at least at the prekindergarten and kinderiarten level (see for example

the Annual State Performance and'Accounting Reports pre 'aired by the Division of

Education for the Disadvantaged).

ECT-I progrims also diverge from the general trend in that they emphasize "

basic academic skills more heavily: Virtually every program description includes

primary objectives in the areas areadinroT reading readiness, language acquisi-

tion or language arts, and mathematical reasoning and computation. Beyond these

,. narrow objectives, holtiever, most programs also. include important instrumental goals

in one of more of the-followAng areas: social growth and development, perceptual-
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motor Or.psychomotor development, gross motor development, behavioral organi:a-

tion, and motivation. In early childhood progras, there is often substantial

'tension between interpretations of Title I requirements for academic emphasis

and the broader goals of current early childhood education practice.
1r

In other waysl ECT-I programs closely, approach broader trends in early

childhood education.. Most notable is the increased emphasis on parent involve-

mitit and parent education, particularly_ in programs for very young _children.

This may be attributed both to greater parents, interest in Ptograms for their

vel.y young children and to purposeful program outreach., Indivi lization is

also important in ECT-I programs, although it is not alwayi rigoro sly

implemented . For example, it is most, often done only by means of

skills profiles generated from tests or Curricula. Every child.isassessed on

a continuum in each of a number of skill or developmental areas. Children

whose profiles show similar needs are then groupeJ for instruction. Profiles

are reviewed periodically and instructional goals adjusted.

The importance of mainstreaming ash an issue varies with ECTI level. At

prekindergarten.the issue is usually moot, for these programs exist independently

and children are not drawn Out of other educational programs. Where other

programs

children

exist, however, particularly at fist grade, the desire to mainstream

often conflicts r ri.th- tge !landau:1_0's limn: rather than-supplant

services." Once again, concerns about Titled requirements appear to diverge_

from clinical judgments on appropriate educational practick.

Finally, perhaps because of the focus on,basic skills, ECTI programs stress

comprehensive services less than do early childhood- program; generally. Th4?

task of EC I programs is narrowly defined, and s)applomentary services are often

wiewid arperipheral' or even precluded by Title I.

A
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Needs Assessment) Recruitment and Selection

, ;

eIn grades two through twelve, -Title I providef.sup .ementary educational

services for those chiiaren in low income neighborhoods who'are.designated "educa-

tionallY deprivtd.." In tlAis respect regular school programs fulfill several important

functions for Title I. They g- eratelocal normative criteria for determining educational

disadtantage--children's inabili to perform at a level comparab t to that of -

their peer's. They also allow mock ntification-cf children who should be

served--those having tie most difficulty school.. Finally, regular sch 1

programs have some statement of. goals, objetti,
, and curricula, and these p vide

a base for deciding what additional services Title should provide-

The situation with ECT-I programs is very different, particularly in pre-

kiadergarten. Unlike later -grade programs,.prekindergirtens.are self -confined

and usually have no counterpart within the public 'school system. As a result,

there are no normative criteria for defining educational disadvantage. More-

,
over, neither child*development theory nor clinIcil practice clearly defines

educational disadvantage for a child before entry into public school, or the

functional competence necessary to assurelater academic 'success. In addition,

since.pceschool

f
no.inforfiation

.

nor is there ev

programs stand alone.and serve a limited number of children,

exists on the past development of all children in the district,

it a list of potential candidites'for ECT-I services. This

.

.

greatly complicates the tasks .of needs assessment, recruitment, and screening.

Needs assessment. Needs assessment is the process by which LEAs determine.

which groups of children in areas eligible for Title,I are most in need of

services, and what servfeis wirtqw,,the highest district priority. The most

,common methods, of needs Issessment ire grade-by-grade examination of pupil test

performance, teacher observation, teacher or parent surveys, and analysp' of

privious Title I evaluation results. -However,..while these strategies may be

20
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* N, ,

appropriate for students already in the'dist ;ict school- .grogram, they are

inapproRriate for prekindergarten and kindergarten. The absence of normati:e
4

1
r

criteria for educational disadvantage at this age and the.poorpredictive
,

'validity.of current assessment measures mean that program planners must extra-,

pelate from Sailure at later grades.to needs aNear!lier ages. This is partiCu-

larly problematic since needs assessment often Trifluencesor at least is,

used to justify - -major program changes, such as, extending a program to unserved

radilevels or eliminating program components at other levels. '
A

Recruitment. LEA staff report using several methods or combinations of

methods to identify and recruit students. These include the following: contact-

ing younger siblingrof former.ECT-I participants or children receiving Title I

services in other grades; contacting other community' service agencies (visiting
,

nurses, well.baby clinics, churches, social service departments, and the likl);
/-

posting notices in local newspapers and stores; and sending teachers to homes

in eligible-neighborhoods. There is some question whether these efforts reach
. . .

all children who need s ervices. While the LEA.staff generally,feel that the
. t

children they recruit do need services, they-fear they might be missing others

rik
who also need educational help'.

Selection. Beyond the requisite of residence in an eligible area, LEAs

must establish criteria for selecting child ;en to be served. For ECTThprograms,

as.

some combination of the following is commonly used:

4
ffr

a low score on a test or series of tests;
wow,

teacher' judgment;

a sibling 4to is or was a Title I student;

parents wita gss than a-high schonliducation;

,

inabili y to understand the language of instruction;land

parent ) gment.

21
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;here is no,Gbvious way of appropriately weighting the various factors, howe..et.

Virtually every LEA uses somt form of a.standardizeottest as part of the selec-

ticn process. The extent.to which LEAs rely oh these tests in making their
ti

decision varies considerably. Atftgrie extreme, test scores constitute a virtual

40 decision rule, although cut -off scoff 4I differ across states and LEAs. At the other

excrete, it appears that tests are, used,primarily to satisfy'potentijk compliance

Jo.

4
inquiries;actual selection decisions may be made by other criteria. At a more

central position, test evidence is used in conjunction with teacher judgment.
(

If teacher judgment overrules test evidence, additional testing is often done to

support the decision.

Manipulating the system. Th4sneeds assessment, recruitment, and selection

processes can be manipulated to include or exclude children. Some projects have

too few openings for the number of applicants and must reject some of-them: Some-

times the solution is to screen all applicints and select the children with the.

lowest scores. Since test scores tend to cluster, teacher or tester judgment

is added to the decision-making- process. Alternatively, LEAs establish a.test

score eligibility criterion and test children on a first-come-first-served basis.

When hey have reached the maximum number of children they can accommodate who

meet the criterion, they simply stop testinj. Making the information available

to some families before others exacerbates the natural selection bias and almost

assures placement to the groups first notified. For example, one LEA alays

posted notice about the screening in one housing project first. Not surprisingly,'

since they used a first come-first recvedprocedure, most of their chilli-en came

from that project. Few came from another more "difficult" project where testing

occurred later and there were few placements left.

There is considerable difference of opinion at both the state and the Vocal

level about whatls necessary to comply'011rthe raw on fheiin-elhand, and what

constitutes.good educational practice-on the other. In the selection of children
. 4.
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ECT-I p?bgrams, this ambiguity allowi considerable latitude for decision

\ makers to be responsive to local.priorities, as well as raising the possibility
1 r4

of abuse.

Oriani4ng F I Projects to Deliver *vices

Resources. A conspicuous feature of early, childhood programs is the purpose-

ful interaction df play and learning Ihtivities. There is abundant evidence that

young children learn through play. What and how they learn depends greatly on

the type, of material and play experience provided. When these elegghlts are care-

!.

fully chosen to match the abilities and interests of the children involved, they

both facilitate the learning process and provide the content. They enable child-

ren to engage their curiosity and use their initiative as they learn. They

-

also can yield diagnostic information to teachers.

-Almost without exceptiin, ECT-I programs are well equipped with a variety

of material and instructional aids. Material is of two Major types: equipment

for'explOrailon and free play (e.g., art material, puzzles, or sorting games),

and structured learning material (e.g., programmed language kits). Inprekinder-

garten and kindergarten classes, most material is of the first type; first-grade

' classes generally use more structured material.

The shift in eiphasis from prekindergarten to. first grade reflects the change

from an educational approach tailored to each child, to one with common objectives

to be. shared by all the children. . Moreover, i reveals theoretical ambiguities

about whatichildren should be doing and raises important pedagogic issues. From

a perspective that stresses program content and short- achievetent, it is

appropriate. From a mre cognitive developmental position emphasizing long-term

effects., -it can be argued that first-grade children. with educational deficits

still need--and are. most in need of--concrete experiences before moving on, to

symbolic activities. Currently, however, these children are the least likely

to get them. 3eing the least likely to complete the required symbolic school,
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tasks, they may ,seldom have for more concrete exploration.

The space available for ECT-I projects iinot Optimal. Restrictions on

1

building, increased constraints on local school spending, and a general sense of

lo% priority for ECT-I programs seem to contribute to the deficit. Program

-.personnel use available space differently. Most prekindergarten and kindergarten

classes are arranged into three.kinds of areas: a group meeting place,

individual interest areas and areas' for solitary play. First grade.class

space is usually organized around desks for individual children.

The adult resources for ECT-I programs vary considerably. ,Most -EAs use .

teachers, aides, and specialists In particular subject areas. Hgwever, they

define the feles differently and Combine themhin a number of ways., The tasks '

and responsibilities of aides are most conspicuously different. Classroom
le'

persoanel are supervised aad their activities obordinated by special administra-

tive and technical assistance personnel. 1

Curricula. ECt-I progr;ms that are adjuncts to regUlar school programs must

be distinguished froi those constituting entire programs at a particular

level. Theformerfor example first grade reading or reading readiness programs,

take heir objectives from corresponding regular school activiAes. They simply

extend the instructional services to children who are having difficulty or pro-

gressing more slowly than their.peeis through the regular school curriculum Whole

programs, most frequently at the prekindergarten level, on the other hand, must

identify curricula from other programs or,develop new ones. In.these cases the

linkage between ECT-I programs and programs in later grades is often tenuous.

Many projectsare develdping their own curricula. These often include a

comprehensive set of behavioral objectives or criteria, organized in developmen-

tal sequences and specifying age, grade, or developmental level expectations.

They also saggest appropriate activities and materials helpful in teaching

children to these criteria.

.24
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There.is reason to be cautious about such'efforts. Cr teria and selection

of items are often only face valid. The eclectic approac: used co set objec-
-1

tives and define curricula involves borrowing from other programs and drawONg

from books and .linical experience. This can result i a rich program adapted

0
to'locarres.ources and individual children; but it c also result in superim-

..

posing'heoretical positions on one another regard ss of fit. The program then

becomes a collection of bits and pieces of varto

with, no cbh*rent structure.

early childhood practises

The organizational structure of the various curricula and hence the emphasi

placed on, objectives differ from place to place. Some ECTI programs use a

developmental area organization while others focus on subject matter. A-typieal

!illevelopmental area organization would,focus on'sole or all of the following:

the way the child perceives the world (auditory and visual perception);

the'wax the child controls his body'and integrates information from his

senses (gross motor skills, fine motor skills, perceptual motor integ.a'

tion, perceptual motor skills, and psychomotor skills);

cognitive status (conceptual devel4ment and problem-solving skills);

capacity to organize behavior'and maintain attention (attention spantk
et

task initiation, task directedness, independence, and executive ability);

language ability (expressive.linguage and comprehension);

social and emotional integrity (self concept and ,relationships with.

other.

A subject area organization might focus on:

reading and reading readiness (e.g., letter recognition, word decoding

- skills, or vooabulary development); y.

language arts (integration of reading, writing, and spelling); and

mathematicS (e.g., number recognition, simple arithmetic operations,

and shape and spatial relationships) .

25.
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Examination shows that the two pezispectives overlap considerably. The appa:-

.ent difference is one of perspective. From an elementary school* perspe4ive the

logical strategy is to extend downward into early childhood programs the subject

matter structure developed in the loir grades. People trained in early childhood,

. education, however; focus more' on basic developmentaj areas,' More important, however,

is the way teaching-staff relate the objectives to instruction.' Again, one Of the

central themes of our report emerges. On the one hand., there is the weak and poorly

underst-Ood k between early childhdod experience and `competent functioning in

School. On*the othe ,.given the general Title I.focus, on the development

basic skills and on accountability, there is an increased push toward molding

ECTI curricula in this direction. The face valid way of doing this is to impose

.

y,

saject area 'objectives on ECTI programs--but this runs counter to much current

developmental thinking about appropriate early childhood education.

This dilemma is manifest ithe difference between formal descriptions of

ECT-I programs (written documents and Title I applications) and informal accounts

.(teacher comments and field staffobservitions). The programs as formally de-_

scribed usually emphasize achievement-related Objectives, whereas as implemented

they often reflect more comprehensive developmental-concerns.

Individualization. A conspicuous feature of a great many ECT-I projects

is the awareness of and sensitivity to issues of individualization.' However,

.

ways of individualizing programs for chiletn differ. The typical way of indivirival-
.-r

izing instruction)s to develop a skills profile on each child, usually based on
.

.. .

whatever scores are available from selection or evaluation pretests (published

or locally developed tests). The profile gives an indication of the mastery

level in the aravassessed by the particular test. Teachers use the profile

to monitor the child's progress, checking off new skills and understandings*.

they occur. Some programs use procedures borrowed from the diagnostic/prescriptive
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models developed in special education (see, for example, Gallager, 1974;

t Meisel's, 1977), These involve a multi-stee proc'ess of in-depth, multi-

discipliner?: eValuation of each child's strengths and weaknesses, a written s

diagnosis of education needs, and an individual educatiori plan drawn from sullz7

sets'of the project's, general objectives that'matches,instructional techniques
.

to the child's learning style and interests.

Implementing individualized programs is 'difficult for several reasons: few

good diagnostic tests are available, and,fewer still link assessment with'

instructional activities; special 4pport services are necessary.but often

unaviilable;-expertise n diagnosis and prescriptive teaching is limited;

eftensive record keeping require ti major time commitment. In programs where

.indiitidualilation is thoroughly understood and carefully implemented, educational

experiences are designed to maximize each phild'selOsting skills, abilities, and

interests in ordjy td improve performance in weaker areas. In programs where

indivLdualization'is not well implemented, the results may be more form than

,"sUbitance. In our judgment, technical assistance is needed in this area.

- a
ECT-I Within the Larger C%ontexr

State influence on ECT-I programs. Under Title I, responsibility for

defining'programs and the ages at whidh they are to be offered rests with local

education-agencies This responsibility is implemented through,a multistep
v

process' that includes determining school eli(gAbility for Title I funds, identify-

ing most pressing educational needs within eligible sc o (needs asse essments);

planning and providing services to best meet those needs, and selecting children

to receive the services. 'LEAs must supply assurances to the SEA that they }lave
rt

.t

.-
aken'all of these in compliance with applicable regulations.

SEAS; on he other hand, are respdaible*r:

1) assuri g propi ,and efficient performance of LEA'duties under Title I;

2) providing technical assistance. with regard to measurements and evalui
.

tions LEA, ararequiredito submit;
*
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1

reviewini applications and approving thei if they meet all applicable

requirements and do not exceed available funds; and
4

4) providing adequate notice and opportunity for a hearing in case of

disapproval of the ann "al ivgliCitlatilAnd specifying reasoni*for the
6

. '-disapproval (Table I, ESEA, Section 141 and'-.142; 45K FR

li6.).

While in principle the "separation of powers" see s clear, in practice f

4,
,there may besome ambiguity. Although SEAs have no authority to determine the

content, strUcture, or age levels of programs funded under Title I, we observed

Part 116.4 and

a, considerable amount of across-state variation in the number and type of ECTI

programs implemented. In-the states visited, SEA representatives have definite

priorities for ECT-I program implementation. At the state level, there seems

to be a slight tread toward decreasing the number of ECTI programs, particularly

be

in prekindergarten. In addition, most SEA offi 'als fivor academic achievement

programs. While they do not require that progr be limited to academic

readiness and achievement, they suggest that these are the sine atis non for

Title I funding. A few SEA officials argue, hOkever, that in early education

programs these skills,can be addressed only within the context of integratid.
:

personal, social, and cognitive development.

Several SEA representatives give priority to.individualizing programs.

Pullout programs, learning centers,liainstreaming, and continuous multi -grade

projects have supporters at the state level. In most cases, however:state

officials are somewhat vague,about what actually happens.in ECTI classrooms, and

tend to leave decisions about teaching strategies to the LEAs.

SeAs are charged With monitoring the effectiveness of' Title I programs

within their state. They therefore have a genuine interest in the evaluation

procedures and instruments used. In genera,.SEAs that emphasize basic educa-

tynal skills programs, even at the early childhood level, favor evaluation

28 0.0
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met4 s using norm-referenced tests, while SEAS th4t'emphasizedevelopmental

approaches tend.to favor criterion - referenced tests or.ol3servations.

.Coordihation of -Title I with regular school programs. In most programs,

Title.4kand district personnel are working toward the same goals and using

similar zurriculum materials. However, in a few instances their methods are

purposely different--an extreme illustration of the heed to.supplement rather

that supplant local ce Cooidination of 1A ndividual education plans is

more variable. -Programs diff r in the types of information shared4retween

classroom teacher and Title i teacher, in frequency of contact, and in the form

of report's.

Operatiorfal challenges to smooth program implementationinclude_difficulties

g ECT-I services so as notlO conflict with other valuable'classroom

activities or with-communication between Title I personnel and district staff.

Opportunities for the latter are reduced by busy schedules and-offices located

in different buildings. One strategy for bridging the communication gap is to

conduct joint in-service training sessions.

Continuity across grade levels. 'Continuity of program experience has been

a major issue in the early childhood literatute. It is also a concern for ECT-I,

In general, ECT-I programs seem to be more successful than other early eddcation

programs in establishing and maintaining continuity of education experiences for

young children.4'Some programs attempt to provide continuity by including the

ECT-Iicogram is a continuous multi-grade program. Others do so by extending

curriculum goals or criterion-referenced materials for the.-elementary grades

downwird to meet the needs of four- or five-year-old,children.

The most troublesome transition is between prekindergarten and later pro-

grams. Prekindergarten programs often develop independently of elementary

programs and tend' to be broader in scope and -more comprehensive in,the services

they provide. A pedagogic shift occurs between early childhodd'edilcation and

29
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instruction in the elementary grades. The former focuses more

on the'child, the latter on program content. Mordover, ECT-I programs are

often admirilstered'and housed separately, further complicating the continuity

issue:
, .

Relationships with other programs. A staggering array of,additional : . .
*

. , . . .

funding services and.programs is, avaiftble,to children eligible for ECT -I. In

, . .

some sites, several funding sources are combined within a single classroom. In
, .

others, one source is used pr mXtily at some grade levels and alternative

sources are used at others. The constellation of programs is almost-unique

-

for eaph comm6liiity. Our report focuses on the relationships between ECT-I pro-
,

. grams and two others:. Head Start- and special education.

In most tOmmunifies.there is little or no communication between ECT-I and

Head Start programs. In some, there seems to be competition for children or

-"envy at disproportionate resources available to one pregraiwor the other.

In others, staff coordinate resources. Some communities report an unofficial

status hierarchy, fromHead Start to Title I to special education. 'Zki nature

of,the relationship between programs seems to be determined by a number of

factors including: the administrative framework for the two programs, the

resourceseand services available each, the eligibty criteria used the

.wax,placement decfsions ire reached, and the adequacy"of all early childhood

.:services to meet .the total community need.

.

The relatiOnship between ECT*and special education services is particu-

larly cOaplex, reflecting differences in state special education Paws and'the general

---
lack of clarity lout the requirements for implementation of PL 94-142. There is much

- 4

concern and confusion about what services will be provided from what.sources,

how services might be. shared, and how decisions should be made about services

for individual children.. Eligibility for ECT-1 and for special education is

often difficult to distinguish in early childhood, and there is some anxiety that

4 30
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childrenwill be placed in the wrong prograle.

N,Napping individuar needs to available prdgrams is a salient issue in most -

LEAs. For each of the three programs, ECT-I, Head Start and special education,

there tea scree:Ain° or selectlon, process that marks:entry into the system.

Some LEAs are beginning to try to coordinate screening,Proded::res.

However,jt most they exist independently. It is up

entry into, the various programs and the choice often

informal, personal networks rather than an informed,

PARENT INVOLVEMENT

to parents toOnitiate

seems to be determined by
a

rational decision-making,

Increased parent involvement is a trend noted in ear0'.childhood education'

programs generally,

by two conditions.

and in ECT-I programs in particular. Thisii influenced

First, there is abundant evidence that early education

intervention programs by themseles tend not to produce long-term effects on

children, .However, programs more likely to achieve sustained eff &cts are those

tat involve parent participation. Second, .tie political climate of the titles

forces programs to be responsive to the people they serve and the primary

41.

mechanism for this is.parent participation. Thus, two fdrms of parent involve-

ment emerge: parint education and parent 'participation.

Parent Education
. .

We distinguish among three types of parent education: those directed.

at changing parents' knowledge, -attitudes and behavior as they are'focused on.

their child; those directed at changing parents' knowledg%, attitudes and the,

. nature of their interactions with school services and personnel; and those,with

objectives that go beyond the parent role and try troche personal needs of

parents as adults. ECT-I parent education programs are found in only the first .

two categories. Examples of objective; for each are summarized in Table 2.

Parent education in ECT-I is'a local option. LEAs implementing parent education
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Table 2

.Examples of Pirent-Education Goals

'b Produce

Change in
(Parents':

-

.

.

Focus

. .

,Toward ild

.

.
.

Toward School

.

,

, ,

Knowledge

1 ,A

To understand health,
nutritional, and
needs of children;

.

To know what play
are appropriate'
ages.

.

v.

deutal
------ ,

a
materials

at different

D

.

Tebe aware of services
available and how to use them,
e.g., referral for spiiial
education;

.

.
.

To know what tasks their child
is working on in school.

Attitude
,

.
.

To appreciate their child's
characteristics of temperament
and learning;

To delplop realistit Afid
9 flexible expectations of
their child. ,

.

.

To trust school personnel;

To view themselves as helpers
in the education of their
child,

.

...

-
. -

1

Function

,

1

,

. ,

C .

,

,:To change verbal behavior;
,

To change patterns of
responsiveness. \

.

..

Fi
.

To seek appropriate services,
e.g.,e.g., referral for special -

education;
. ,

.

To initiate and attend
conferences with teachers with
appropriate frequency.

4
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programs argue that parents of educationally disadvantaged children themselves

, need education and training,

The goals of ECT-I parent education programs are to improve children's .

school readiness and academic performance by teaching parents to teach theii

children. As with so many other features !f ECT-I programs, there are conspic-

.uous differences in parent
I

'LEAs tend to place heavy

cation efforts across grade levels? In general,

mphasis an parent education'for threl,yeolds,

equal emphasis on parent educate and child- 'centered programs for four, and

five-year-olds, and less emphasis on parent education thereafter.

Parent education programs are organized is4one of three ways: as inde,"

pendent chtitiel as convents of classroom programs for children, and as

informil add-ons. Many programs are home-visit programs.. Others bring parents

together in small groups. A few combine parent thd, child classroom activities.

Issues in implementing parent education programs. .There are ideral chal-

'lenges to successful parent education efforts. First, there is no consensus on

'appropriate goals for parent education. Parental needs vary with individual

capability, family strength, and child characteristics, and it is necessary to

individualize programs for families. However, dein& so is difficult and tifee

consuming. Second, there is a paucity of good materials for use in, parent 44:1=3-

tin. 'LEA staff often must develop their own, and this takes time and talent.

Third, lost ECT-Iitaff are trained to work with children, not adults. Excellent

teachers of young children are not always the best teachers of prtin;s, so

additional. training and support are necessary, though not.aiay,e available.
.

Final4program accountability is issue: articularly_with home visit pro-'

grams, it it difficult to assure:that what actually happens is consistent with

the grogram as planned.

33
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Program personnel'in LEAs with payent education projects are convinced

of the efficacy of-these efforts.' They feel that the children of parents who

participate have better attitudes toward and do better in school, and that

parents are better able to use school resources and to function as advocates

for their children. however, evaluating these-activities with any degree of

4001tIor is difficult, hampered by both logistic and technical constraints.
4

Parent Participation

Three forms of EtT-I parent participation, are identified: resources to
.06

the program, infoNrmal political- agents, and parent advisory councils. The

first includes serving as classroom aides, observing and evaluating programs,

building playgrounds or helping with special activities. The second includes

writing to congressmen and-other public officials in support of or in opposi-.

tion to legislation* The third is defined by the regulations of Title I and

implemented accordingly.

Evaluating Parent Involvement'

Some aspects of parent involvement must be evaluated and parent education

is one of them. However, it if difficult,to do so adequately, and in general

LEA staff are dissatisfied with the ways the parent education programs are being

evaluated. They argue that in their program they strive to improve parental

'competence and attitudes so that children may reap the advantages. Children

whose parents participate in these programs should be more advinced in some

measurable way than children whine parents did not participate. Therefore,1

evaluatiopsn these project's generally takes the form of short-term child impact

studieS. These evaluations closely resemble those of child-centered ECT-I pro -

,

despite the, fact that program goalf and activities may be quite Efferent.
,

Pariert educators, however, argue that short-term impact evaluation tells
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only part of the story. Since goals and objectives 'of parent education programs-
/

include changes in parents' knowledge, attitudes
try
&A function, these areas

7--

should also be assessed. Moreover, effecting such parental change is more

likely to have long-term consequences for children.thIn it is to significantly:

effect short-term change. Therefore, they advocate longitudinal evaluations.

Finally, any LEA staff feel that their programs have considerable diffusion

effects. They would look.for ways in which parents understand and deal more

successfully not only with the ECTI chnd, but also with his or her siblings.

They would also assess increased competence in using school and community

resources.
Me,

Evaluation of parent education is impeded by,the paucity of instruments

for measuring parent growth. There simply are no standardized end few w idely

1

used instruments for measuring-changes in parents that might be expected as a'

t
result of participation in parent education projects. Alternative strategies

used by some programs include observations of parent behaviv either at home or

in a controlled situation, parent attftude scales,.questionnairet or unob-

trusive measures of parent attendance at meetings,-home visits or. workshops.

Many programs use a combination of seyera/ strategies.

We see, then, two factors that constrain efforts at more adequate evilua-

tion of !CT -I parent education programs, Ffist, the- Title'I regulations require

that all programs put impact the child so the majority of evaluation resources

are devoted to ascertaining that impact. Second, existing evaluation strategies

and measures are simply not capable of sorting out the linkages between changes

in parent knowledge, attitude and functionjng on the one hand, and short-term

or sustained effects on their children on the other.

SUMMARY

We suggest that.the development of ECT-I programs has been influenced by
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N.v42,forces: specific requirements, regulations, and interpretation of Title

I, and general early childhood education theoricand practice. The two overlap

in some ways but seldom map directly onto.one another. Several points of

conflict have implications for program practice and,evaluation. First, because
4

there is no consensus on the definition of educational or academic deficit in

early childhood, it is difficult to establish criteria for the greatest need.

This complicates needs assessment, the Selection of children ; -I ograms;

and the design of programs. Second, even if 1ucati al 4ef5it is operation-

ally defined, it is not clear that there is any may to prevent later academic

/ailure. Educators may differ on the nature of the problem and on optimal inter-
.

'vention strategies. . The result is a variety of programs, and a multitud e of

4
curricula ith a wide range of goals and objectives. These objectives are

.

organized by some into domains of child development; by others, in terms of

Standard, curriculum subjects. This diversity among programs and multiplicity

of. goals within programs complicate; the task of developing a unified system

of evaluation models. Third, the state ok the art in early childhood assess-
.

'vent also creates problems. Tests for both selection and evaluation of children

are limited to number, narrow in scope, and'often oflow technical quality.

This makes difficult the task'of needs assessment, child selection, and program

evaluation.

conclusion, however, we

programs may present challenges

other programs, and especially

As our literature review shows,

the basis of systematic evens

should note that while the diversity of ECT-I

--in prograM administration, coordination with

in e may also represent a real strength.

of thib Programs identified as exemplary on

n were EC1 -I programs. Irideed, their number is

'disproportionately large when\comparad with the proportion of Title I.resources

going into early childhood programs. .This;may be due to several different factors,
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.

-

such as characteristics of early childh4 tests and instruments, or the'nature

of child development. But it may also reflect thfact that 'the diversity

apparent among ECT-I programs has made it, possible match programs to ti4e,/s"--\

particular needs of local communities and the specific needs of different groups

of educationally deptivedchildren. Thus,.despite all the administrative and

evaluation problems which it may,cause, this diversity should be viewed as an

important, real and potential
)

strength.of Title I effortsjt the early childhood

level: It should not be constrained lightly, howeV!r attractive it might be to .

do so for the sake of administrative or evaluative efficiency.

1
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